Product descriptions

FLUID
Drops of light and precious molten metal give life to Fluid, Wearableitalia’s bracelet designed by Roberto Ferlito, perfect as a statement jewel as well as a luxurious accent to a rich and determined look. With strong and distinctive lines, Fluid is the right bracelet for those who don’t want to pass unnoticed, rather intends to take on all the brightness, the sparkling reflections and the elegance of a unique piece.

Features:
100% Made-in-Italy craftsmanship: each difference between one piece and another should be considered a guarantee of handmade quality.

Choice of materials:
- Gold plating
- Silver plating
- Ruthenium plating

Technology:
- Calorie counter
- Workout recording and monitoring
- Pedometer
- Alarm
- Incoming view filter (calls, SMS, email, social networks)
- Long-lasting batteries (up to 15/20 days without recharging)
- Safety button

Spec
- Weight Gr. 90
- Outside LxA 70x55mm
- Inside 60x40mm

PLUS
Essential, bold lines define this Wearableitalia bracelet. The Plus model stands out for its simplicity and the decisiveness of its design, as well as all the pieces in this line created by Roberto Ferlito. Classical shapes and cutting edge spirit: Plus is the characteristic mark that makes every look special thanks to its distinctive, made-in-Italy style, the unique and exclusive soul of Wearableitalia’s smart jewels.

Features:
100% Made-in-Italy craftsmanship: each difference between one piece and another should be considered a guarantee of handmade quality.

Choice of materials:
- Gold plating
- Silver plating
- Ruthenium plating

Technology:
- Calorie counter
- Workout recording and monitoring
- Pedometer
- Alarm
- Incoming view filter (calls, SMS, email, social networks)
- Long-lasting batteries (up to 10/15 days without recharging)
- Safety button

Spec

- Weight Gr. 50
- Outside LxA 55x65mm
- Inside 45x55mm

CONTRARIÉ

Two differences in a mutual embrace and merged together: this is the essence of Contrarié, a Wearableitalia jewel designed by Roberto Ferlito. Two bands form the bracelet, encircling the wearer’s wrist in a precious embrace: asymmetric but complementary, they latch with a hidden release, a further unmistakable mark of the Italian craftsmanship featured by Wearableitalia products, where hi-tech and made-in-Italy join in an happily denied paradox.

Features:
100% Made-in-Italy craftsmanship: each difference between one piece and another should be considered a guarantee of handmade quality.

Choice of materials:
- Gold plating
- Silver plating
- Ruthenium plating

Technology:
- Calorie counter
- Workout recording and monitoring
- Pedometer
- Alarm
- Incoming view filter (calls, SMS, email, social networks)
- Long-lasting batteries (up to 10/15 days without recharging)
- Safety button

Spec
- Weight Gr. 70
- Outside LxA 70x60mm
- Inside 55x45mm